Geometry	Chapter 5
Lesson 5-1
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Example 1  Use Angle Bisectors
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Proof:
Statements
Reasons
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1.	Given
2.	ECD  FCD
2.	Definition of angle bisector
3.	CED and CFD are right angles
3.	Definition of perpendicular
4.	CED  CFD
4.	Right angles are congruent.
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5.	Reflexive Property
6.	CDE  CFD
6.	AAS
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7.	CPCTC


Example 2  Segment Measures
ALGEBRA  Points A, B, and C are the midpoints 	file_18.png
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, respectively. Find x, y, and z.
	Find x.

	YL	= YA	Centroid Theorem
Art is incorrect. 4.5 should point to CL
	4	= (2x - 11)	YL = 4, YA = 2x - 11
	12	= 2(2x - 11)	Multiply each side by 3.
	12	= 4x - 22	Distributive Property
	34	= 4x	Add 22 to each side.
	8.5	= x	Divide each side by 4.


	Find y.

	WL	= WB	Centroid Theorem
	y	= (y + 6.4)	WL = y, WB = y + 6.4
	3y	= 2(y + 6.4)	Multiply each side by 3.
	3y	= 2y + 12.8	Distributive Property
	y	= 12.8	Subtract 2y from each side.
	
Find z.

	XL	= XC	Centroid Theorem
	3z	= (3z + 4.5)	XL = 3z, XC = 3z + 4.5
	9z	= 2(3z + 4.5)	Multiply each side by 3.
	9z	= 6z + 9	Distributive Property
	3z	= 9	Subtract 6z from each side.
	z	= 3	Divide each side by 3.


Example 3  Use a System of Equations to Find a Point
COORDINATE GEOMETRY  The vertices of 	file_23.png
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QRS are Q(4, 6), R(7, 2), and S(1, 2). Find 
the coordinates of the orthocenter of QRS.
	Find the equation of the altitude from S to file_25.unknown
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 is -, so the slope of the altitude is .
	(y - y1)	= m(x - x1)	Point-slope form
	(y - 2)	= (x - 1)	x1 = 1, y1 = 2, m = 
	y - 2	= x - 	Distributive Property
	y	= x + 	Add 2 to each side.

	Next, find an equation of the altitude from R to file_27.unknown
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 is , so the slope of the altitude to file_29.unknown
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is -.
	(y - y1)	= m(x - x1)	Point-slope form
	(y - 2)	= -(x - 7)	x1 = 7, y1 = 2, m = -
	y - 2	= -x + 	Distributive Property
	y	= -x + 	Add 2 to each side.

	Then solve a system of equations to find the point of intersection of the altitudes.

Find x.
	y	= x + 	Equation of altitude from S
	-x + 	= x + 	Substitution, y = -x + 
	-3x + 29	= 3x + 5	Multiply each side by 4.
	29	= 6x + 5	Add 3x to each side.
	24	= 6x	Subtract 5 from each side.
	4	= x	Divide each side by 6.
Replace x with 4 in one of the equations to find the y-coordinate.
y = (4) + 	x = 4
y =  + 	Multiply.
y = 	Add.

The coordinates of the orthocenter of QRS are (4, ).

